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Outline of talk

• Introduction

• Capture of dark matter onto stars

• Dark matter burning stars (WIMP burners)

• Population III WIMP burners

• WIMP burners at the centre of the galaxy

• Heating of white dwarfs by accretion of dark matter

• Neutron star constraints on exotic dark matter
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see also papers by
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Introduction
The universe is expanding!



Ratio of light 
elements gives
baryon to photon
ratio

Baryon to photon ratio



410 photons / cm 3



What’s all the rest???



I have a good
idea every two
years. Give me a
topic, I will give
you the idea!

Fritz Zwicky
Coma Cluster 1933

velocity of galaxies in the cluster is too 
large for the visible mass of the cluster



“When I was in school, I was continually told to go find 
something else to study, or told I wouldn’t get a job as an 
astronomer. But I just didn’t listen. If it’s something you 
really want to do, you just have to do it—and maybe have 
the courage to do it a little differently.”  

Flat rotation curves – Vera Rubin 1970



More Examples of flat rotation curves





WMAP 
(Spergel et al 2006)



Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(Eisenstein et al 2005)



Type 1a supernovae as
   Standard candles



Fairbairn and Goobar
  astro-ph/0511029

DOES DARK ENERGY
HAVE CONSTANT
ENERGY DENSITY?



THE REAL STANDARD COSMOLOGICAL MODEL

baryons = 100%

BUT THE UNIVERSE WE LIVE IN…

baryons = 4%, dark matter = 24%, dark energy = 72%

NONE STANDARD ??



baryons = 4%, dark matter = 24%, dark energy = 72%

Baryons = 100%



Lets concentrate on dark
mattter

 dark matter = 24%
(WDM =0.24 )

How do we get that ??



+

WIMPs Work !

WDM ~ 1



Direct detection of WIMP dark matter, XENON-10 inside Gran Sasso mountain 







Direct detection of Dark matter recoils off nucleons, 2007



COUPP experiment



COUPP constraint on spin dependent WIMP-nucleon cross section

For the rest of this talk, let us assume that

      sSD = 10-38 cm2   MWIMP = 100 GeV



WIMP capture by the Sun

•WIMPs knocked into orbits leading to their eventual capture by the sun
•Form a distribution in the core and eventually annihilate with themselves
•Some annihilations produce high energy neutrinos we can look for on earth



ICECUBE detector at South Pole

• Cerenkov radiation from muons produced
  by very high energy neutrinos from 
  WIMPs in the sun and elsewhere.



where

Steigman et al (1978), Press and Spergel (1985), 
Gould (1987), Griest and Seckel (1987)

Capture of dark matter onto stars



Capture of dark matter onto stars

Capture rate can be approximated by simple expression

1.Dark matter density
2.Dark matter velocity
3.Escape velocity of star
4.Number of targets in star (nucleons)
5.Cross section per target



Capture of dark matter onto stars

dark matter forms thermal core within the star of radius 

for the sun and 100 GeV WIMP this is 9 x 108 cm

compare with solar radius r = 7 x 1010 cm



Capture of dark matter onto stars

annihilation rate inside the star given by

and equilibrium is reached when# of DM particles in star 

N in sun is 1041       1043 GeV of DM in sun ~ 1013 tons

to be compared with Msun = 1057 GeV



Capture of dark matter onto stars

annihilation rate inside the star given by

and equilibrium is reached when# of DM particles in star 

In the sun             3 x 1024 s-1 so LDM= 5 x 1023 erg s-1 
LDM = 10-10 LSUN



Approx 10 orders of magnitude
     denser than solar system

How much dark matter needed to change a star?



Detailed dark matter simulation.  Dark matter concentrated in core of halo

(Via Lactea simulation, Diemand et al 2005)



Central Equation of state

Close to 
normal



Central Equation of state



Central Equation of state



Reduction in temperature
by less than order of mag....

switches off nuclear burning
      almost completely

the stars become WIMP burners



Optical image of surface of sun – Hinode Spacecraft 2006



• cells heat up, density goes 
  down and they become 
  more buoyant

• convective energy transport 
  dominant so long as cells 
  cannot lose energy via 
  radiative processes quicker 
  than they rise

• occurs when net energy  
  flow is very high







Herzsprung Russell Diagrams 



Herzsprung Russell Diagrams 



Herzsprung Russell Diagrams 



Compare with Hayashi Track of Protostars...



Protostars in the Orion Nebula (infrared image from Spitzer telescope)



Main Sequence Lifetime of WIMP burners



Population III stars viewed by Spitzer  (probably, anyway)

First stars to form at beginning of universe z~20 , 100 million yrs after big bang.

masses 10-100 MSUN?

Dark matter much denser then - could play huge role in the lives of these stars...
(see e.g. Freese, Spolyar, Gondolo, Aguirre, Bodenheimer 07/08)



Taoso, Bertone, Meynet and Ekstrom
0806.2681

Yoon, Iocco and Akiyama
0806.2662

Lifetime of Population III stars



Detailed dark matter simulation.  Dark matter concentrated in core of halo

(Via Lactea simulation, Diemand et al 2005)



Spitzer
Infrared
     telescope
   200 x 275 pc

Very Large Array  (radio)



280 pc

Chandra X-ray 
observatory

25 pc



25 pc

10 pc



Sagittarius A*
Mini spiral

1 pc







Mass contained within radius from stellar motions



0.04 pc

Closest approach of 
SO-16 is
0.0002 pc 
=45 AU 
=600 Rsch 



Dark Matter spike at Centre of Galaxy?

Adiabatic contraction of dark matter during formation of black hole leads to additional
spike at centre of galaxy (Gondolo+Silk ‘99)



Behaviour of Dark Matter Spike at Galactic Centre

Bertone and Merritt 2005

= mass density of dark matter particles in phase space

Diffusion in mom.
space due to 
gravitational
heating by stars

DM self annihilation
and actual collisions
with stars

DM falling into
Black hole



Spiky dark matter profile
    at Galactic Centre?

Bertone and Merritt 2005

Note 10           pc   ~10    GeV cm10                  -3            11                     -3

-3Solar system density ~ 0.3 GeV cm



Not enough dark matter at Galactic Center?



Average capture rates for elliptical orbits





Radial distribution of stars

Late type stars   Early type stars
(which shouldn’t be there)

Zhu, Kudritzki, Figer, Francisco, Najarro and Merritt (2008)

Are these early type stars WIMP burners?



• stars form close to black hole
  (Nayakshin et al 2007)

• stars collide with each other –
  replenishing hydrogen
  (Genzel et al 2005)

• stars inspiral from other 
   clusters
   (Portegies et al 2003)

Alternative explanations for Paradox of Youth

Arches star cluster
    30 pc away



What about increasing escape velocity?

White dwarves  - high escape velocity    
                             - born hot 

NEED TO FIND SOME OLD ONES



White Dwarves in Globular
Cluster M4

   Richer et al. 2004
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Bottom of HR diagram in Globular Cluster M4



Need to work out density of dark matter in globular cluster

Colafrancesco et al. Astro-ph/0507575



Density of dark matter
 in globular cluster M4

Heating timescale of dark matter via
gravitational interactions with stars



10     cm        10     cm-43       2             -44       2
Minimum expected
luminosity in the presence 
of dark matter.



Interesting fates for neutron stars with Non-WIMP dark matter

Assumes accretion rate
        of G = 1029 s-1



Conclusions

• It is possible that stars accrete large amounts of dark matter

• If they do, this dark matter can change the outward appearance
  of the star

• stars can burn for longer – interesting effects can arise for
population III stars and at centre of galaxy

• white dwarfs in globular clusters can also be heated

• neutron stars place constraints on exotic dark matter scenarios




